PROGRAM

June 10-12, 2024

Venue: AMU/AMSE, 5 boulevard Maurice Bourdet, Marseille - Room 21
Web app: https://amse.app

Monday, June 10

8:30am - 8:55am  Welcome coffee and registration [Ground floor]

8:55am - 9:00am  Welcome speech by Céline Poilly

9:00am - 10:30am Course “Benefits of climate change policies versus long term uncertain damages”
Christian GOLLIER, Toulouse School of Economics

10:30am - 11:00am Coffee break [Ground floor]

11:00am - 12:30pm Course “Benefits of climate change policies versus long term uncertain damages”
Christian GOLLIER, Toulouse School of Economics

12:30pm - 1:30pm Lunch [Ground floor]

1:30pm - 2:30pm  Course “Benefits of climate change policies versus long term uncertain damages”
Christian GOLLIER, Toulouse School of Economics

2:30pm - 4:00pm  Students’ presentations (30 minutes per paper)
1. How to advise a (slightly) biased agent
Joshua BIBBORT, RPTU Kaiserslautern-Landau

2. Cap and Trade vs Tradable Performance Standard: A comparison for Europe and China
Anne ERNST, Deutsche Bundesbank

3. Gaming the Carbon Credit Market
Frederik HOLTEL, RPTU Kaiserslautern-Landau

5:00pm - 6:20pm  City tour of Marseille (Touristic train)
Meeting point: 174 Quai du port, 13002 Marseille

6:20pm - 7:00pm  Free time

7:00pm     Dinner “Les Grandes Halles du Vieux-Port”, 30 Cours Honoré d'Estienne d'Orves, 13001 Marseille
Tuesday, June 11

9:00am - 11:00am  Course “Social Discounting: Environment, Inequality and other determinants of well-being”
                  Ben GROOM, University of Exeter Business School

11:00am - 11:30am  Coffee break [Ground floor]

11:30am - 1:30pm  Course “Social Discounting: Environment, Inequality and other determinants of well-being”
                  Ben GROOM, University of Exeter Business School

1:30pm - 2:30pm  Lunch [Ground floor]

2:30pm - 3:30pm  Students’ presentations (30 minutes per paper)
                  1. Dasgupta meets Nordhaus: Natural Capital Dynamics in Integrated Assessment of Climate Change
                     Malin WIESE, Leipzig University
                  2. Preventing Coalitions Breakdowns in International Fishery Agreements
                     Guillaume BATAILLE, Aix-Marseille University, AMSE

3:30pm - 4:00pm  Coffee break [Ground floor]

4:00pm - 5:00pm  Students’ presentations (30 minutes per paper)
                  3. Expanding Community-based Adaptation - Experimental Evidence from Papua New Guinea
                     Juliane KOCH, Universität Hamburg
                  4. Diversion Research
                     Mathis PRETI, Aix-Marseille University, AMSE

7:30pm  Dinner “Rowing Club Restaurant”, 34 Boulevard Charles Livon, 13007 Marseille
Wednesday, June 12

9:00am - 11:00am  Course “Discounting in public policy”  
Aude POMMERET, Université de Savoie Mont Blanc, France Stratégie

11:00am - 11:30am  Coffee break [Ground floor]

11:30am - 1:00pm  Course “Discounting in public policy”  
Aude POMMERET, Université de Savoie Mont Blanc, France Stratégie

1:00pm - 2:00pm  Lunch [Ground floor]

2:00pm - 3:30pm  Course “The influence of emotions, temporality and inequalities in environmental impact assessment”  
Olivier CHANEL, CNRS, AMSE

3:30pm - 4:30pm  Students’ presentations (30 minutes per paper)

1. Cross Elasticities in Dual Discounting: Evidence from a Multiple Price List Approach  
Simon DISQUE, University of Hamburg

2. Weather shocks and delegation of authority in land decision making: Evidence from Malawi  
Natalia LABRADOR BERNATE, Aix-Marseille University, AMSE